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About This Game

Creating amazing street art would be much more fun without the jail time, and now you can!

Kingspray is a Multiplayer VR Graffiti Simulator, with battle-tested realistic spray, colors, drips, metallics, and more!

Using a wide range of caps, ultra-detailed environments and paint surfaces, unleash your creativity (just see what some of our
fans have already created!) and express your style!

Paint System:
Bombing in VR has never been so good. Based on feedback and testing from world-class artists we have created a wide range of
caps to utilise, realistic pressure and fading, as well as wet/dry effects, drips and a range of real-world colors from Ironlak! You

really can't go wrong!

Locations:
Kingspray offers a range of incredibly detailed and living environments, from a dusky city rooftop, to a dark and creepy train
yard at night, to an abandoned Subway Station! We also provide a growing number of Sandbox locations, which feature even

more realistic and varied Paint Surfaces, from Trucks, vans, corrugated iron, plaster walls, through to bricks, various concretes,
even a giant Spray Can and a Baseball Cap!

Multiplayer:
VR is always more fun with friends! Kingspray supports up to 4 simultaneous painters collaborating in Multiplayer, and our long

and tall paint surfaces are perfect for huge murals!
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Replay System:
We store every spray you make, so you can play back your entire creation from start to finish! Observe yourself in the world
(with full control of playback speed) from in VR, or show off your mad creations using our Director Camera System, which

presents your session in a cinematic and engaging way (Perfect for streaming or parties!)

Interactive World:
Kingspray has so many hidden gems for you and your friends to find, from hurling cinder blocks, smashing beer bottles, to a

fully functioning Hetch-A-Sketch! The world is also full of object to help you reach new heights, such as Ladders, Adjustable
Scaffolding, even a driveable Scissor Lift! OH! and Sausages. Don't forget the sausages.

Simple User Interface:
A streamlined set of UI to get you painting as quick as you would in the real world, with completely customisable colors,

pressure, undo/redo and direct sampling of the wall to get that precise color back!

Phone and Extra Features:
Saving and Loading work is as simple as pulling out your phone and taking a photo, or a selfie (including photo filters!). If you
dig deeper, you'll discover a fully -fledged 360 camera you can drag around and world to get facebook-ready 360 Panoramas,

great for viewing on Mobile Vr!

Projector Mode:
We've included a Projector! Beam your reference or sketches directly onto the Paint Surfaces to nail your ideas! Grab the

Projector and get your position and angle exactly how you want, and resume your painting later on with all your reference intact.

Interactive Tutorials:
We have created an Interactive Tutorial system! Your personal guide will take you through all the features in Kingspray, or you

can select what you would like to know about!

This is just a fraction of the awesome features you will find in Kingspray, we cannot WAIT to see what you can create!

For more information, visit InfectiousApe.com.
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Title: Kingspray Graffiti VR
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
Andrew Bates, Craig Bentick, Nolan Cunningham, Onomis
Publisher:
Infectious Ape
Release Date: 6 Dec, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 8 SP1 or newer

Processor: Intel® i5-4590 / AMD FX 8350 equivalent or greater

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce® GTX 970 / AMD Radeon™ R9 290 equivalent or greater

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 1 GB available space

English
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only 30mins in and just getting to grips with the features, but all told its pretty damn intuative, workflow is seldom broken with
gltchy features.

 *The can selection is a little "sticky" when scrolling through the pre defined can options but nothing major.
 *The can caps seem ok, dusting and blends seem a bit hit and miss for me right now but i think thats just as much my lack of
familiarity with the caps and preasures.

the whole cellp[hone for pictures, audio etc is a nice touch but I would have liked a few more audio option like volume, playlist
etc.

I'm looking forward to exploring more features etc later!

all told a nicely polished product. well worth the $14.99 price.. So far one of my favourite VR Games out there. Did not expect
this but it is a welcome surprise.. Love this game.
the painting feels very realistic and is very good to practice sketches before you paint it in real life if that is your intention. I do
on the other hand wish that it had some sort of stencil that we could use but that is only one small thing. A cool thing that could
be added is more locations for some different painting experiences but the game does have a nice selection of places to paint
already but maybe make it to were people could make and upload custom locations? over all a fantastic simulator. 10\/10 (btw i
suck at spelling so just know that i know) Add me if you want to paint!. Kingspray Graffiti VR is an unusual VR experience
that's a fantastic change from the usual wave-based shooters. The attention to detail is superb and we loved the joyful feelings
the game created, especially with the addition of hand-holding features for artistic novices like us. For the current price,
Kingspray Graffiti VR is more than worth the small investment if only for its unusual character and charm.

With a complete and utter lack of any artistic talent, our favourite feature of Kingspray Graffiti VR is easily the projector
mode. With this, you can simply drop any real-world image into the correct folder (C:\Users\XXX\Documents\Kingspray
Graffiti\Media) before you start the game and then project that image onto the wall you're painting on. Like a giant stencil. You
can then select the size of the image and adjust the brightness or stretch on it to your liking.

With a projected Banksy in place, we then went about tracing over the image in an effort to recreate his work in the virtual
world. The results weren't perfect, but they were certainly better than anything we created under our own steam. We were
disappointed we couldn't use the clone tool here to copy the colours, you have to paint by eye instead and use the colour palette
or switch between cans.

Co-op is also fantastic and hilarious.

Read the rest of my review here - https://www.pocket-lint.com/ar-vr/reviews/142753-kingspray-graffiti-vr-review-a-breath-of-
paint-fumed-air

See me painting like Banksy - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jJATu_QvQvk&t=63s

. If you ever bombed a wall in your youth, I highly recommend. I was so deep in the zone I was shaking up the paint cans lol. If
you are an artisit who has had even a passing interest in Graffitti then get this.

It is more of a creative program/tool than a game. I have spent hours in it already, after a search on You Tube for Graffitti
tutorials I was creating pieces and enjoying the experince until my eyes hurt XD

It is well crafted and highly polished. I certainly recommend it for creative types.. Probably the closest thing to spray painting
without getting criminal charges.. best vr experience money can buy. hands down.
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Too much bug. Can't even finish tutorial. Half of time it is caught up in never ending loading, and even if the map is loaded,
half of time I can't open UI in the game. Also too much loading for a small map.

But Good simulation.
It is really enjoyable except the bugs.
But it seems they don't have skills to fix these bugs or the will. So maybe next time they might nail it.. I've always admired the
look of good graffiti, but never had the inclination or opportunity to try my hand at it in real life.
I consider myself something of an artist, and in the past I've mostly worked digitally, using a Wacom tablet and various digital
art programs.

I've never painted with a spraycan before, so I can't speak on how this game holds up versus reality, but I can say that it feels
really good to me. We've got pressure control on the trigger, and then of course there's the distance and angle that you hold the
can relative to the wall.
To me it feels like a pretty accurate simulation, and I find it a lot of fun to use.

The game provides you with a big collection of pre-defined colours, or you can use various colour wheels and palettes to select
exactly the colour you want.

There are a variety of different spray caps that you can switch between for different spray dynamics.
I've found that NY Fat Cap is my favourite general purpose one, but I do switch over to Featherduster when I want to do subtle
shading, Thin Cap for small details, and Cyclopes when I want to get nice neat circles.

Right from the start in the first hour or so I found myself producing art that I felt proud of, and which looked like that "good
graffiti" I've always admired. I can't guarantee that everything you paint will turn out amazing, but from what I can see it
provides a very good simulation platform for you to have a go of spray painting, and enough depth to let you create beautiful art
if you're willing to put the time into it.

I've had trouble connecting with friends in multiplayer sometimes, but with perseverance we've managed to get together and
have a lot of fun collaborating. Art with friends is always something I enjoy, so I'm glad this game supports that.. WARNING!
Everyone with Oculus Rift, attention! This app runs much better with less loadingtimes and bugs if you buy it on the oculus
store! Try yourself and youll see.. This is easily the best graffiti game for VR right now in my opinion.

Plenty of options for paint colors, or fine tune your own on a color wheel (metallic/chrome included).
How hard you press on the can or how far away you hold it affects the spray. You can also turn drips on.
Even choose from several different caps and change the pressure of the can.
Several maps: a mixture of scenic ones and several that are just blank, flat walls.
Multipayer (which I haven't tested yet but seems to work fine for others)

Really great for fooling around and/or practicing

I'd like to see some markers/mops added in the future honestly for practice but the can mechanics are basically perfect. My
favourite thing to do in VR. I tried to pick up graffiti years ago, but the stuff I can do in a sketch book is just not the same. I
showed it to a friend who used to write, but gave it up a long time ago. He was blown away by it as well, and said in a lot of
ways it's like the real thing, which was a pretty great recommendation in my eyes. I love to put on some chill hop, jump in and
play. It's the most relaxing activity in my life.. OK I give up. How do you turn on the light for night work?. Don't risk a ticket
just get this.. fantastic game, i put on the headset and lose two hours creating a masterpiece, usually memes and cartoons.
Amazing app and well worth the $14 so far but please introduce stencils/custom stencils. Even if it is just uploading transparent
.pngs to create a masking layer.. I really enjoy this game, but what I'd like to see implemented is access to my spotify, that
would be amazing, not 100% neccacary because you can just turn down the ingame music and run spoify in the background but
it would be good to be able to skip songs or swap playlists from ingame
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